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Welcome to ART+OBJecT’s second IMPORTANT PAINTINGs catalogue for 2009. 

Our two major auctions to date in 2009 have demonstrated that the art market 

is very healthy. 

RECENT AUCTIONS at  A+O

A+O’s April IMPORTANT PAINTINGs auction was our second consecutive million 

dollar art auction with major sales recorded for works by Bill hammond, colin 

Mccahon and Tony fomison resulting in three of the top five auction sale prices of 

this year being recorded from this ART+OBJecT catalogue.

The cONTeMPORARy ART+OBJecTs auction of June 11 saw a full room, a strong 

clearance rate and excellent prices achieved, particularly the photography section 

– a selection of sale highlights are illustrated on page 4.

WELLINGTON EXHIBITION JULy 10-12

In November of 2008 A+O first ventured to the capital to display works prior to 

a major auction. The resulting auction was the first million dollar art sale since 

the company’s founding in early 2007. What was most pleasing was the warm 

welcome we received from Wellington collectors and the arts community. We 

promised then that we would return as soon as possible and so we are very 

pleased to announce that A+O will be staging a pre-auction exhibition at chaffers 

Gallery from July 10-12. 

2009 VENICE BIENNALE

Our April IMPORTANT PAINTINGs catalogue also featured two artworks by Judy 

Millar and francis upritchard offered to raise funds for New zealand’s representation 

at the Venice Biennale. A+O is proud to have been able to contribute in this way to 

arguably the most important event on the international art calendar.

 A+O’s front of house Manager leigh Melville travelled to Venice as part of the 

patron’s group and her report of the New zealand exhibitions and the Venice 

experience can be found on page 11 of the catalogue introduction section.

The ODySSE y GROUP Collec tion

In the last two years A+O has been favoured with a number of group collections. In 

general a group of intrepid souls forms an art buying collective to build and share 

a collection on a specific theme. It is a great way to acquire a significant collection, 

to enjoy an educational experience and to support contemporary artists. 

As Ben Plumbly explains on page 20 the Odyssey Group has assembled a superb 

collection of New zealand contemporary art. The twenty two works from the 

collection are indicated by pages with a grey background colour, pages 36 to 47.



The new hybrid RX450h. The change you’ve been waiting for. 
The Lexus RX450h has pulled away considerably from the rest of the pack. With fuel efficiency of 6.4L/100km and CO

2
 

emissions of 150g/km, it’s one of the cleanest vehicles on the planet. Add to that enhancements to the hybrid drive system, 
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HIGHLIGHTS fROm THE JUNE 11TH 
CONTEmPORARy ART+OBJECTS 
AUCTION
All indicated prices include buyers premium

MARTIN POPPelWell
sTudy fOR shANGhAI clIPPING III
oil on  linen, diptych, 2006
sold for $14 830

MIchAel PARekOWhAI
elmer Budd
taxidermied sparrow and powder 
coated aluminium
sold for $8210

MARTIN POPPelWell
life Before the Things
ceramic skull 
sold for $712

leN cAsTle
Red lAVA BOWl
sold for $2137

RIchARd MAlOy
Blue flOWeRs
type c print 1/3, 2000
sold for $2965

PeTeR PeRyeR
TROuT
gelatin silver print, 1987
sold for $10 265 

PeTeR sTIchBuRy
JOe GRuVeR
acrylic on linen, 2007
sold for $17 110

JOhN cRIchTON
MOsAIc chARGeR
sold for $4162

sOfIA TekelA-sMITh
sOfIA
fibreglass, acrylic and double disc 
mother of pearl and waxed thread lei
sold $3649

fRANcIs uPRITchARd
GesTuRING BRONze
cast bronze, 2007
sold for $20 530

yVONNe TOdd
clINIque cONsulTANT II
lightjet print, 2/3, 2003
sold for $77004



2 High Street, Auckland  p +64 9 925 9000  
e reservations@hoteldebrett.com  w hoteldebrett.com

The iconic Hotel DeBrett is nestled in the 
heart of Auckland city, at the crossroads of 
Shortland Street’s business and High Street’s 
fashion precincts, just two short blocks from 
the waterfront. Our 25 rooms and suites are 
individually decorated in a mid-century 
modern style, show-casing contemporary 
New Zealand arts and crafts, overlaid with 

an icon 
is reborn

21st century comforts. We have lovingly 
restored the famous art deco ‘House Bar’ 
and created a casual dining environment in 
our ‘Kitchen’ restaurant. We welcome you 
to experience a mix of calm and bustle in 
central Auckland, and share our special 
home away from home, with personal yet 
professional service.



THE JOHN PERRy COLLECTION –  A C ABINET Of CURIOSITIES       AuGusT 18 2009     A sINGle VeNdOR sAle
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DR. PAk ARIkI  (PAkI)  HARRISON  (1928 –  2008)   cARVed GOuRd   (dated and dedicated 1989 on base) h.310mm  $800 - $1200

the 21st century auction house
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Hornabrook Macdonald 
Lawyers
Advisers to Art + Object

12 O’Connell St, Auckland, PO Box 91845   p: 353 7999   f: 353 7599   dx: CP21015

DR. PAk ARIkI  (PAkI)  HARRISON  (1928 –  2008)   cARVed GOuRd   (dated and dedicated 1989 on base) h.310mm  $800 - $1200



 
20 TH CENTURy DESIGN               AuGusT 20 2009                 eNTRIes INVITed fOR ThIs AucTION uNTIl July 20 
cONTAcT  ROss MIllAR           ON 09 3544646       MOB 021 2228185         OR ross@artandobject.co.nz

BOB ROUkEmA            WING BAck chAIR           circa mid 1950s         $1800 - $2500

the 21st century auction house
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www.invivowines.com

“Aromas of black cherries, subtle coffee crème, 
   red currants and dark plums. Palate is intense 
   and immediately mouth filling.” 
     Rob Cameron, Invivo Winemaker

Invivo Wine New Zealand
Exclusive wine supporter 

for the New Zealand presence 
at the 53rd Venice Biennale 2009

New Release: Invivo Central Otago Pinot Noir 2008



THE ROSS SUTTON TOy COLLECTION                 AuGusT 22Nd 2009                A sINGle VeNdOR AucTION
cONTAcT    hAMIsh cONey         09 3544646    MOB 021 509550     OR  hamish@artandobject.co.nz
 

HORNBy O GAUGE SNOW PLOUGH        eARly VeRsION WITh lNeR leTTeRING BOTh sIdes        $350 - $500

the 21st century auction house
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A trip to Paris and on to the Venice Biennale with a girlfriend, a once in a lifetime 
opportunity I told myself.  Now that I am home I hope it was not, as travelling to 
Venice, and particularly the Biennale, is a habit I would like to make.

The Venice Biennale is the world’s oldest and most important visual arts event, a kind 
of Olympics of the art world where, for over a century, countries have sent their best 
contemporary art practitioners to vie for the attention of Biennale visitors; this year up to 
400,000 people are expected.   

I was fortunate to travel as a member of the Patron’s group, an experience I highly 
recommend.   We attended events organized by creative Nz and head Patrons dayle 
Mace and dame Jenny Gibbs to commemorate the openings of the two exhibitions 
staged by artists Judy Millar and francis upritchard.  On my first evening in Venice we 
were hosted by cNz chairman Alastair carruthers for drinks at Naranzaria on the Grand 
canal.  It was a beautiful spring evening to meet up with friends from home and sample 
the local prosecco.  As the gondoliers cruised by and we were entertained by Te Waka 
huia, Venice really seemed too good to be true.  

The next morning we were out for an early morning traditional blessing by a kaumatua 
of both exhibitions.  The sound of Maori voices inside la Maddelena, the home of Judy 
Millar’s beautiful exhibition, was an experience to remember.  Venetians on their way 
to work may have been surprised to witness Te Waka huia in procession through the 
streets as we made our way to Piazza st Marco for a powhiri.  New zealand’s presence 
in Venice could not have been more strongly felt that day and I am proud to have been 
part of a group that supported New zealand’s participation at this important arts event.  
While both Judy Millar and francis upritchard have produced outstanding works, it is a 
great pleasure to have seen the exhibitions installed in the unique environs that inspired 
them, engaging with the history and architecture of Venice.

The heart of the Biennale is the Giardini, or shaded gardens, that house the Italian 
Pavillion and 34 other national pavilions built in a variety of architectural styles.  The 
highly successful exhibition The Collectors by Michael elmgreen and Ingar dragset, at the 
Nordic and danish Pavillion, drew the longest queues but it was a rewarding wait.  closer 
to home Australia’s representative shaun Gladwell creates sensitive, graceful videos that 
break all the stereotypes of macho Aussie males.   

Nearby is the historic Arsenale, a vast former shipyard and rope factory where the 
festival director, in this case daniel Birnbaum, curates an International exhibition.  With 
the theme ‘Making Worlds’, this was a fascinating visit through areas of noise and calm, 
light and dark, perhaps all the more enjoyable as we were guided by the delightful Justin 
Paton.  It began with one of the highlights for me, a sculptural installation Treia 1, C, by 
the late Brazillian artist lygia Pape.  spotlit golden threads stretched from ceiling to floor 
in a dark room, creating shards of light, where the materials literally disappeared before 
your eyes.  In this dark room the chaos of Venice outside seemed to melt away.  Other 
highlights included Michelangelo Pistoleto’s Seventeen One Less, a room full of large gilt-
framed mirrors where the artist periodically arrived to smash one with a hammer and 
ceal floyer’s (uk) Overgrowth, a huge projected image of a bonsai tree, whereby she 
returns it to it’s ‘natural’ state.   

One of my great highlights of Venice was not part of the Biennale.  I attended the first 
public day of french billionaire francois Pinault’s Punta della dogana.  It truly was a 
labour of love as the queue was close to an hour, but people watching is another great 
Venetian pastime.  While some may say his impressive collection of the some of the 
biggest contemporary names around is a little ‘showy’, the renovation of this famous 
Venetian maritime building by architect Tadao Ando is superb and the experience was 
memorable.  Bring on 2011.  

leIGh MelVIlle

dayle Mace, Judy Millar, dame Jenny Gibbs & francis upritchard at Naranzaria

Te Waka huia perform at Naranzaria
All PhOTOGRAPhs cOuRTesy Of cReATIVe NeW zeAlANd
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CONTEmPORARy ART+OBJECTS                OcTOBeR 2009             eNTRIes INVITed fOR ThIs AucTION
cONTAcT BeN PluMBly            Ph 09 3544646     MOB 021 2228183         OR       ben@artandobject.co.nz

JAmES ROBINSON  dOMesTIc GOddess GO’s MAd  mixed media, collage and found objects on 49 panels 1070  x 1075mm $6000 - $9000

the 21st century auction house



RONNIE VAN HOUT
WHO GOES THERE 
4 JUL – 18 OCT

SÉRAPHINE PICK
23 JUL – 22 NOV

ET AL.

CHRISTCHURCH
ART GALLERY
TE PUNA O 
WAIWHETU
WINTER O9
FREE ENTRY
christchurchartgallery.org.nz

THAT’S OBVIOUS! THAT’S RIGHT!
THAT’S TRUE! 
23 JUL – 22 NOV

Séraphine Pick Burning the Furniture 2007. Oil on linen. Private collection. Reproduced courtesy of the artist



   

OSkAR SCHLEmmER   (1888–1943)        MARIONeTTe       carved and painted wood and metal wire       circa 1925       h.380mm      $15 000-25 000  

the 21st century auction house

OBJECTS Of DESIRE    deceMBeR 10 2009   eNTRIes INVITed fOR ThIs AucTION
cONTAcT: ROss MIllAR              09 354 4646 MOB 021 222 8185 ross@artandobject.co.nz

A+O is pleased to announce a new sale category, 
focusing on the unique, esoteric, rare and desirable
from all periods.

limited to just one hundred items this catalogue will be 
a tribute to singular artistic visions in the decorative arts. 
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Recent commissions include:

Te Papa Tongarewa  Special Projects
Waitakere City Council  Peter Saubier Sculpture Collection
City Gallery Wellington Te Whare Toi  The Parihaka Collection
Auckland City Libraries Tamaki Pataka Korero   Photography + Cartography
Rotorua Museum Te Whare Taonga o Te Arawa  Taonga, Fine + Applied Arts
Christchurch Art Gallery Te Puna o Waiwhetu  Fine Arts Collection
New Zealand Historic Places Trust   Various North Island Collections
Auckland War Memorial Museum   Special Projects
Sarjeant Gallery Te Whare o Rehua Whanganui  Fine Arts Collection
Hawkes Bay Museum + Art Gallery  Collection of Taonga, Fine + Applied Arts
The Portage Trust  Fine + Applied Arts Collection 
Ernst & Young Auckland, Wellington,  Christchurch   Art Collection
Auckland City Council  Aotea Square Sculpture 
IAG/NZI  Corporate Collection

To discuss commissioning an ART+OBJECT valuation contact James Parkinson,  

 09 354 4646    mob 021 222 8184    james@artandobject.co.nz

 

the 21st century auction house

James Parkinson outside kemp house, kerikieri, a historic 
Places Trust house. The chattels and artefacts  associated 
with the house are part of the Trust’s collections in the 
North Island recently valued by Art + Object.





The proliferation of art buying groups in recent times has added a vital and dynamic new dimension to the art market.  Buying 

collectives take all shapes and forms and whilst everyone who has been a member of a buying group has an opinion on their 

various merits, all involved attest to their wonderful ability to introduce those on a more modest budget to the joys of collecting 

art.  In its short history A+O has been involved in the promotion and sale of three art collectives: The ART+TeXT group in April 

2008, The hanging Around Group in september 2008 and, most recently, The Tempus collection group, which disbanded 

internally earlier this year in an auction held at A+O for which only group members could participate.  It is with great pleasure 

that we offer The Odyssey Group collection in this catalogue.

founded ten years ago, The Odyssey Group comprises of fifteen members.  By their inherent nature buying groups more often 

than not represent fractured and incoherent collections, marked by the respective tastes of various members who each take their 

time at the helm of the acquisition committee and who invariably bring with them their own personal tastes and preferences.  

A walk through The Odyssey Group collection however, reveals a collection with wonderful coherence and prescience put 

together with an obvious degree of thought, care and consensus.    

 

highlights of The Odyssey Group collection are numerous but many of the works in the collection present themselves as key 

examples of particular artist’s work.  John Pule’s Momoko was an inspired purchase which does much to encapsulate the many 

qualities of the artist’s unique hiapo inspired works of the mid-late 1990s.  elizabeth Thomson’s Study for Abstract Planting 

showcases this artist’s personal vision of the natural world and her unprecedented ability to conflate the organic with the 

geometric in works which mine the fertile ground between the two and three dimensional.  heather straka’s Eden before the Fall 

– The Banquet, was the group’s final purchase and is straka’s seminal work from her recent frances hodgkins fellowship.  straka 

is a contemporary painter of great skill, her paintings fusing traditional techniques with rigorous subject matter.  Eden before the 

Fall – The Banquet has just returned from being exhibited at The hocken library.    

 

 Many buying groups go through the difficult decision of how to disband their collection in a manner which is fair and equitable 

and which serves to maximize the return to the individual members, but which allows members the opportunity to acquire 

works which they’ve grown to love.  ART+OBJecT is proud to offer The Odyssey Group as lots 15 to 36 in this catalogue and we 

invite all collectors and members of the many buying groups in existance today to come down and have a look at a group which 

has put together a wonderful snapshot of contemporary New zealand visual art over the past ten years.     

BeN PluMBly  
20

left detail:  lot 34
sIMON McINT yRe
OPeNING cRedITs III



ThuRsdAy 30 July 6.30PM 

3 ABBey sTReeT
NeWTON
AucklANd

VIEWING
WellINGTON eXhIBITION 
AT chAffeRs GAlleRy 1 heRd sTReeT, chAffeRs dOck, ORIeNTAl BAy

Opening event  Thursday  9  July  6.00pm  –  8.30pm 
 friday  10  July  10.00am –  5.00pm
 saturday  11  July  11.00am –  4.00pm
 sunday  12  July  11.00am  –  2.30pm

AucklANd eXhIBITION 
AT 3 ABBey sTReeT, NeWTON, AucklANd

Opening event  friday  24 July  6.00pm – 8.30pm 
 friday  24  July 9.00am – 5.00pm
 saturday 25  July  11.00am – 4.00pm
 sunday 26  July 11.00am – 4.00pm
 Monday  27  July 9.00am – 5.00pm
 Tuesday  28  July 9.00am – 5.00pm
 Wednesday 29  July 9.00am – 5.00pm
 Thursday 30  July 9.00am – 1.00pm
   

left detail:  lot 34
sIMON McINT yRe
OPeNING cRedITs III
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1
STEPHEN BAmBURy
ThROuGh The fORce Of NecessITy
chemical action and 23 carat gold on 2 brass panels 
title inscribed, signed and dated 1993 verso
170 x 340mm overall
$5000 - $7000

2
LOUISE HENDERSON  
The MeRRy-GO-ROuNd
oil and pastel on board
signed with artist’s initials L. H and dated ’52; title 
inscribed verso
395 x 320mm 
$7500 - $10 000

3
JULIAN DASHPER  
TOlAGA BAy AT feRGussON WhARf 
mixed media on fabriano paper, diptych 
original Brooke Gifford Gallery label affixed verso
780 x 1140mm
$5000 - $8000



4
TERRy STRINGER
dIVA/AVId
cast bronze 
title inscribed and signed
1580 x 265 x 265mm: including stand
$4500 - $6500

5
TERRy STRINGER
The sOuRce
cast bronze, one of two variants
signed and dated 2001  
1220 x 450 x 300mm
$23 000 - $32 000

23



7
GORDON WALTERS 
uNTITled  
gouache on paper
original purchase receipt from Peter Mcleavey Gallery affixed verso 
(dated 17/12/1971)
305 x 225mm
$15 000 - $20 000

6
GORDON WALTERS 
uNTITled
papier collé 
152 x 121mm
PROVeNANce: Acquired by the current owner directly from 
the artist’s wife, Margaret Orbell.
$6000 - $9000



8
GORDON WALTERS
GRey, BlAck ANd Red
acrylic on paper
title inscribed, signed and dated 1986 and 21 – 10 – 86
900 x 640mm
$22 000 - $32 000
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9
EDWARD BULLmORE
AsTROfORM NO. 13 (BlIss)
mixed media, circa 1967
title inscribed, signed and inscribed 10 Pererika St, Rotorua; 
original caterbury Gallery blind stamp applied verso
580 x 710 x 125mm 
PROVeNANce: Private collection, Otago
$15 000 - $20 000



9
EDWARD BULLmORE
AsTROfORM NO. 13 (BlIss)
mixed media, circa 1967
title inscribed, signed and inscribed 10 Pererika St, Rotorua; 
original caterbury Gallery blind stamp applied verso
580 x 710 x 125mm 
PROVeNANce: Private collection, Otago
$15 000 - $20 000

10
C ALLUm INNES
eXPOsed PAINTING Red VIOleT yellOW OXIde chARcOAl BlAck
oil on linen
title inscribed, signed and dated 2003 verso
1050 x 950mm
PROVeNANce: Private collection, Auckland
$25 000 - $35 000
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11
DICk fRIzzELL
WAcky TIkI GOes MONuMeNTAl
oil on canvas  
title inscribed, signed and dated 29/9/92; original Gow Langsford, The Strand, Parnell gallery label affixed verso
1950 x 1500mm
eXhIBITed: ‘Tiki’, Gow langsford Gallery, Auckland, 1992
$55 000 - $75 000

exploding from its sulphur-tinted backdrop like some demonic eruption from the hell’s Gate or 

Wairaki thermal tourist wonderlands, dick frizzell’s Wacky Tiki Goes Monumental is unashamedly in-

your-face. And yet it is a friendly demon, its tongue pointing merrily sideways, not downwards in 

the traditional unfriendly mode. This tiki wants to play. The work is one of the boldest of a series of 

‘tiki’ works exhibited by frizzell at the Gow langsford Gallery in 1992. That show, called simply Tiki, 

is now famous in the annals of kiwi art, or infamous, depending on your perspective, because of the 

controversy about cultural appropriations it stirred up. If the exhibition was deliberately provocative 

(as even frizzell’s protagonists acknowledged), it was also deeply understanding about the public 

life of images, and devilishly clever as well. frizzell’s idea was to use the motif of a Maori-inspired 

face design as the principal character in a ‘tour’ of european painting styles, presenting the motif in 

various guises, by turns cubist, surreal, monumental and pop-art. from a critical point of view the idea 

was dazzlingly sophisticated, yet to some commentators it seemed also gratuitous, a show-off. yet 

what a show it was, and its influence continues to be felt almost two decades later.

 

Ironically ‘tiki-art’ and ‘tiki-culture’ are a global vernacular phenomenon, by no means confined to 

New zealand. Indeed the briefest search of Google Images under ‘tiki’ serves up a tour of staggeringly 

vulgar misappropriations from Polynesian material arts (mostly of hawaiian and easter Island 

extraction). Beside such productions frizzell’s ‘tikis’ seem refined, intelligent and sensitive to the 

energy with which Maori culture has so resolutely engaged all comers through cultural tourism, for 

mutual benefit and entertainment. leaving aside the academic niceties of critical designation – ‘tiki’ 

is almost always a misnomer – frizzell’s overriding appeal to viewers of his Tiki series is to enjoy: to 

enjoy cultural exchange, to enjoy play with imagery in all its impurity, to enjoy the mix and match of 

different visual vocabularies, to enjoy the inescapable influence of Polynesian visual styles on other 

styles. 

 

Wacky Tiki Goes Monumental is the most ebullient of frizzell’s Tiki works, hollering “fuN!” from 

every inch of its giant surface. Its exuberance has the delightfully ironic effect of actually de-

monumentalizing the work, so that it makes itself equally at home in a gallery or domestic interior. 

far from being overbearing, Wacky Tiki Goes Monumental is instantly engaging – an open invitation 

to come and play.

OlIVeR sTeAd
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12
JOHN PULE
NOfOTATu MORu TukulAGI
ink and acrylic on unstretched canvas 
title inscribed, signed and dated 2003
2110 x 1820mm
PROVeNANce: Purchased by the current owner from Jonathan smart Gallery, christchurch in 2004
$45 000 - $65 000

I imagined a Polynesian vision of bloody sweat of red clouds descending to earth; each cloud wiped so 

bloody rivers travel like soliloquy, manifesting imaginary customs on Aeolian soils, encouraging settlement 

as a form of compensation. 

 John Pule, When You Return, Asia-Pacific Triennial of contemporary Art, Brisbane, 2002

If John Pule’s paintings of the 1990s were inspired by the compositions of hiapo or Niuean tapa, 

a cloth made from the bark of breadfruit or mulberry trees, they increasingly became abstracted 

from these rich roots; appearing increasingly discursive, looser and abstract.  Pule first returned to his 

country of origin in 1991 and has since travelled extensively to research and sight tapa, remarking on 

one occasion that “the connection I made by meeting these works of art was like meeting a family 

in the flesh”.  

Pule arrived in this country from Niue as a two-year-old and the experience of the migrant, alongside 

issues around colonisation and the impact of christianity on the Pacific, have been a constant in both 

his prose and image making.  In Nofotatu Moru Tukulagi multiple narratives coexist and coalesce.  

figures seem consumed by impossibly burdensome tasks like carrying airplanes, tables and serpents 

up precariously situated ladders and tightropes to heavy, blood red clouds which appear paradoxically 

both dense and light.  These red cloud forms seem both ominous and optimistic.  The rich bloodiness 

reminds us of the violence of past injustices, yet it somehow appears as a sanctuary and safe haven 

for the figures which tenuously traverse the canvas.

Nofotatu Moru Tukulagi explores the history, mythology and make-up of the artist’s country of 

origin, in parallel with the experience of life and culture in New zealand from the perspective 

of an immigrant and outsider.  On a large, rough-hewn unstretched canvas with paint and ink 

rubbed, smeared and blotted, Pule somehow manages to beautifully and delicately articulate 

a unique personal world steeped in history and a vast pictorial language that is both universal 

and distinctly individual, unequivocally of the past and of the present.  Nofotatu Moru Tukulagi, 

or Stay Close To Me Forever, continues the artist’s multi-media odyssey; a life-long journey which 

for which Pule has himself posited as a personal story of “generating and making soil to stand on”.      

    

BeN PluMBly
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13
COLIN mCC AHON
BuTTeRcuP fIelds fOReVeR IV
polyvinyl acetate on paper
signed and dated Nov ’67; signed and inscribed Buttercup Fields for Ever 4, P. V. A, N. F. S verso 
770 x 550mm 
PROVeNANce: Private collection, Auckland 
RefeReNce: colin Mccahon database (www.mccahon.co.nz) cm 001105
$190 000 - $270 000

A possible riff on The Beatles’ song ‘strawberry fields forever’ written by John lennon in 1966, and 

named after a salvation Army house near lennon’s childhood home, Mccahon’s Buttercup Fields 

Forever IV (1967) is also a variation (an auto-appropriation) of one of his North Otago landscapes 

with their simple spatial division of foreground plain, line of terraced hills and sky with a harsh tonal 

light. The series was exemplified with a stark purity in a multiple screenprint that was published 

by Barry lett Galleries in late 1969. When the North Otago landscapes were first shown in 1967, 

Mccahon wrote on the exhibition invitation: ‘These landscapes are based on places I have seen 

and known… In painting this landscape I am not trying to show any simple likeness to a specific 

place. These paintings are most certainly about my long love affair with North Otago as a unique 

and lonely place, they are also about where I am now and where I have been since the time when 

I was in standards four and five at primary school and living in North Otago’. In the same catalogue 

note, Mccahon references William Morris davis who founded the science of geomorphology, the 

study of landforms, and pioneered a system of landscape analysis, which involved recognizing 

the long-term, cyclical nature of erosion in shaping the land. Taking up the metaphor of erosion, 

Mccahon goes on to suggest that his ‘paintings stand now as part of a search begun in dunedin, 

continued in Oamaru and developed by the processes of normal erosion since then’. As well as the 

landforms of North Otago formed by the slow processes of erosion, Buttercup Fields Forever’s strong 

verdant green foreground plain, brilliant blue sky and its dark cleft of rolling hills is also the direct 

result of Mccahon’s explorations of the area north of his Muriwai studio as he travelled around 

the kaipara harbour, Waioneke sand dunes and the inland kaipara flats. Mccahon described this 

as ‘a shockingly beautiful area’ but added that, since it was the area the Maori spirits passed over 

on their way from life to death, he ‘didn’t recommend it as a tourist resort’. The comment indicates 

how Mccahon by this stage understood his culture as rooted in the earth, how its landscapes may 

be visited, photographed, but how also a painting, like Mccahon’s Buttercup Fields Forever IV, is a 

transposition, a constant ‘erosion’, of such real country into a country of the mind.

lAuReNce sIMMONs
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14
mICHAEL SmITHER  
BOys fIGhTING OVeR PINk PlAsTIc GuN
oil on board
signed with artist’s initials M. D. S and dated 1978
1545 x 1200mm
eXhIBITed : ‘seven Paintings of 1977 & 1978’, Peter Mcleavey Gallery, Wellington, 1978.
 : ‘Paintings for the Revolution’, denis cohn Gallery, Auckland, 1979
 : ‘Michael smither: An Introduction’, Govett-Brewster Art Gallery, New Plymouth, 1 November – 16 december 1984.
 : ‘Michael smither: The Wonder years’, Auckland Art Gallery Toi O Tamaki, february 18 – december 03 2006 (touring).
IllusTRATed : Art New Zealand, No. 76, spring 1995, cover.
 : Jim and Mary Barr, Michael Smither: An Introduction (New Plymouth, 1984), p. 56. 
 : Ron Brownson, Michael Smither, The Wonder Years (Auckland, 2005), p. 2
 : Trish Gribben, Michael Smither: Painter (Ron sang Publications, 2004), p. 150.
 : ibid., p. 129.  
 : Trish Gribben and Michael smither, With My Little Eye (Pyjamas Press, 2004)
   : The NZ Listener, february 10, 1979, p. 30.
 : Landfall, No. 34, september 1980, cover, p. 135.  
RefeReNce : Jim and Mary Barr, op.cit., p. 63. 
RefeReNce : damian skinner, ‘The environment and the crisis of Nationalist discourse’, in Art New Zealand, op.cit., p. 69. 
PROVeNANce : Acquired directly from the artist by the current owner in 1985. 
 : Private collection, south Island.
$220 000 - $320 000
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mICHAEL SmITHER  
BOys fIGhTING OVeR PINk PlAsTIc GuN
oil on board
signed with artist’s initials M. D. S and dated 1978
1545 x 1200mm
eXhIBITed : ‘seven Paintings of 1977 & 1978’, Peter Mcleavey Gallery, Wellington, 1978.
 : ‘Paintings for the Revolution’, denis cohn Gallery, Auckland, 1979
 : ‘Michael smither: An Introduction’, Govett-Brewster Art Gallery, New Plymouth, 1 November – 16 december 1984.
 : ‘Michael smither: The Wonder years’, Auckland Art Gallery Toi O Tamaki, february 18 – december 03 2006 (touring).
IllusTRATed : Art New Zealand, No. 76, spring 1995, cover.
 : Jim and Mary Barr, Michael Smither: An Introduction (New Plymouth, 1984), p. 56. 
 : Ron Brownson, Michael Smither, The Wonder Years (Auckland, 2005), p. 2
 : Trish Gribben, Michael Smither: Painter (Ron sang Publications, 2004), p. 150.
 : ibid., p. 129.  
 : Trish Gribben and Michael smither, With My Little Eye (Pyjamas Press, 2004)
   : The NZ Listener, february 10, 1979, p. 30.
 : Landfall, No. 34, september 1980, cover, p. 135.  
RefeReNce : Jim and Mary Barr, op.cit., p. 63. 
RefeReNce : damian skinner, ‘The environment and the crisis of Nationalist discourse’, in Art New Zealand, op.cit., p. 69. 
PROVeNANce : Acquired directly from the artist by the current owner in 1985. 
 : Private collection, south Island.
$220 000 - $320 000

PleAse fOld OuT 



ith the recent discovery of drums of dioxin-containing waste in a children’s playground in New Plymouth, 

Michael smither’s famous painting of two boys fighting over a toy gun near an industrial tank farm now 

looks more prophetic than ever.

cheerfully sinister is a description that might apply to many of the works from this prolific period of smither’s career. 

Apparently simple compositions reveal, on closer inspection, gross distortions and incongruities which undermine the 

sense of bold guilelessness they seem to project at first glance. here the fighting boys, locked in a battle of fearsome 

intensity, are in nappies, yet their faces are adult faces, twisted into adult expressions of bitter, tooth-and-nail rivalry. The 

pink plastic assault rifle is so pink, so really plastic-looking. As a ‘found object’ in its own right, it epitomises the dramatic 

ironies smither delights in revealing to us out of everyday items. Much of the artist’s versatility at this game of ironies 

comes from his blend of a stanley spenser-like command of interaction between figures, and his forensic attention 

to simulating the light-reflecting and tactile qualities of ordinary materials. The boys’ battle here is so arresting that it 

takes a little time for our attention to move to the deep green tank farm that looms menacingly in the rear. Then the 

questions begin again: how are children allowed to play so close to an industrial site? What is the use of the gigantic 

no-smoking sign? Where is the clean, green New zealand we love to believe in? even the unkempt centipedes of 

kikuyu grass that creep across the neglected footpath border towards the warring boys look sinister.

In the revealing book he made with Trish Gribben (Michael Smither: Painter, Ron sang Publications 2004) smither refers 

to his time with the Taranaki Artist’s cooperative in the late 70s 

as  ‘the years of fighting the good fight’.  A wonderful studio 

photograph of the artist, made during this period by Marti 

friedlander, gives a salient glimpse of this fight, with smither 

interposing his friendly bulk in front of works including the Boys 

Fighting over Pink Plastic Gun and Hostages, a terrifying painting 

inspired by the Irish troubles.  Among the concerns of the TAcO 

group was the Ivon Watkins-dow chemical plant, known for its 

role as a key producer of defoliant for the Vietnam War effort. 

With an extensive public exhibition history, Boys Fighting over 

Pink Plastic Gun continues to assert its contemporary relevance, 

even as the problems it addresses so powerfully continue to 

resurface.

OlIVeR sTeAd



Photograph courtesy of Marti friedlander and fhe Galleries



15
GREGOR kREGAR
Blue sheeP
ceramic
signed and dated 2003/04
380 x 240 x 135mm
$800 - $1400

16
GR AHAm fLETCHER
fROM The sTIGMA seRIes
enamel on aluminium
title inscribed, signed and dated sep 1999 verso
180 x 180mm
$900 - $1400

17
GAVIN HURLE y
uNTITled
oil on linen 
signed with artist’s initials G. J. H and dated ’99 verso
350 x 300mm
$1800 - $3000

18
mICHAEL PAREkOWHAI
WhAT’s The TIMe MR WOOlf
type c print and applied marker pen, edition 2/5 (2004 – 2005)
title inscribed; original Michael lett label affixed verso
1025 x 1025mm
$9000 - $14 000
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19
HEATHER STR Ak A
edeN BefORe The fAll – The BANqueT
oil on cotton on board, 2007 
title inscribed, signed and dated 2007 verso
986 x 708mm
eXhIBITed: ‘The sleeping Room: heather straka’, The hocken library, 
dunedin, April 4 – May 23, 2009.
$16 000 - $24 000

20
SHANE COT TON
Te kORe: The fAcT 
oil, encaustic and collage on five panels
signed and dated ’91
240 x 1215mm overall
$9 000 - $15 000
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21
PETER ROBINSON
us ANd TheM
acrylic and oilstick on paper
signed and dated 2002
1365 x 1000mm 
$15 000 - $25 000

22
ELIz ABETH THOmSON
sTudy fOR ABsTRAcT PlANTING
patinated bronze and gesso on board
title inscribed, signed and dated 2000 verso
650 x 1850mm
$14 000 - $20 000





23
JOHN PULE
MOMOkO
oil on unstretched canvas
title inscribed; signed and dated 1998 
inscribed Sleep with me, if not touching then near me, give a butterfly from your life  
2000 x 1820mm
$38 000 - $50 000

Whether it’s there in name, image, or just in spirit, liku has a presence that looms large in much of John 

Pule’s work. liku is the place he left for New zealand with his family at the age of two in 1964, a remote 

village that was one of the last in Niue to adopt christianity. An inscription on this work, Liu Ke Liku, 

translates as Return to liku, and it’s exactly this cultural trafficking between Pule’s adopted home in New 

zealand and his ancestral home in Niue, a neither here nor there state of flux, which is at the heart of 

much of his work. The result of these departures and arrivals is a floating world of longing and distance 

composed of indeterminate symbols and scenes; pictographs that Ron Brownson has described as being 

“like a potent sequence of film stills which can project the shapes of memory, dreams and intuition.”

Blending traditional and contemporary motifs into a distinct visual language of his own, Pule’s work 

through the 1990s experimented with 19th century hiapo (bark cloth paintings), a shift that coincided 

with the artist making his first return visit to his homeland. like Niue’s large expatriate population, most 

hiapo, a post-contact phenomenon, doesn’t reside in Niue, resulting in a hybrid, semi-traditional form, 

largely invisible in its homeland. It provides Pule with a framework of dynamic grids to populate with his 

own personal iconography of new and old, places, names and images. 

Reviving these smoky hanging cloths with unstretched canvases, his tapa-influenced, grid-based 

compositions have progressively loosened and become more painterly in their application. In Momoko, 

the bloody panels of red anticipate the vividly coloured works that emerged at the start of the 21st 

century in red, green, and blue, of cloud-lands dripping with cordyline vines. The alternating chequer 

board arrangement of energetic, fine dots contrast with larger, wound-like spots that bi-sect panels 

to combine traditional motifs with mythical beasts, demi-gods and religious scenes. There are graphic 

repetitions and lyrical improvisations, order and chaos, pictorial spaces and metaphysical configurations 

that transcend a specific reading of location or meaning. This entanglement of cultural narratives is the 

currency with which Pule trades as he maps his own constellations of history, place and relationships into 

a new intricate cosmology that is his own. 

ANdReW clIffORd
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24
CHRIS HEAPHy
The uPRAIsed hANd III
acrylic on canvas
signed and dated 1997; title inscribed, signed and dated verso
220 x 220mm
$2500 - $3500

25
yUk kING TAN
POhuTukAWA
media mixed
title inscribed, signed and dated 2001 verso
677 x 645mm
$3000 - $5000

26
RICHARD THOmPSON
NIGhT sky OVeR PAkARI
acrylic on canvas
title inscribed, signed and dated 1999 and inscribed To Odyssey verso
460 x 357mm
$1500 - $2000

27
SAR A HUGHES
fIReWAll
acrylic on linen
title inscribed, signed and dated 2005 verso
1200 x 1200mm
$13 000 - $18 000





28
GRETCHEN ALBRECHT
sTudy I fOR flOe
acrylic and oil on shaped canvas
title inscribed, signed and dated 2000 verso
720 x 1200mm
$12 000 - $18 000

29
mICHAEL HIGHT
OPhIR
oil on canvas
title inscribed, signed and dated ’07; 
original John leech Gallery label affixed verso
605 x 1520mm
$11 000 - $16 000
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28
GRETCHEN ALBRECHT
sTudy I fOR flOe
acrylic and oil on shaped canvas
title inscribed, signed and dated 2000 verso
720 x 1200mm
$12 000 - $18 000

29
mICHAEL HIGHT
OPhIR
oil on canvas
title inscribed, signed and dated ’07; 
original John leech Gallery label affixed verso
605 x 1520mm
$11 000 - $16 000

30
STANLE y PALmER
Te PAkI
oil on linen on board
signed and dated ’01
665 x 1110mm
$12 000 - $18 000

31
RICHARD mCWHANNELL
fIGuRe AGAINsT A WAll (dONOGh)
oil on linen, 1998 - 2000 
title inscribed, signed and dated 1998 – 2000 
inscribed no reference to Whistlers Mother was intended verso
708 x 853mm
$10 000 - $15 000 



32
JOANNA BR AITHWAITE
BOdy sPAce
oil on canvas
title inscribed, signed and dated ’01 verso; 
original Milford Galleries label affixed verso
650 x 1063mm
$4500 - $6500

33
EmILy WOLfE
cOllAR 33. 3
oil on linen 
signed and dated 2000 verso
447 x 645mm
$6500 - $8500
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34
SImON mCINT yRE
OPeNING cRedITs III
acrylic on canvas, triptych
title inscribed signed and dated 2001 each panel verso
400 x 555mm each panel
$5000 - $8000

35
GLEN WOLfGR Amm
ON yOuR MARk
acrylic and graphite on composite
title inscribed, signed and dated 2000 verso
1200 x 1220mm
$2500 - $4000

36
WAyNE yOULE
lIfes BAlANcING AcT
acrylic on canvas
title inscribed, signed and dated ’08 verso
380 x 752mm
$3000 - $5000



37
JUDE R AE
NeXus I I
oil on canvas
title inscribed, signed and dated ’94 verso 
1820 x 1218mm
PROVeNANce: Private collection, Auckland 
$25 000 - $35 00048



38
BILL HAmmOND
uNTITled – BIRd sTudy
acrylic and watercolour on paper
signed and dated 2004
770 x 565mm
PROVeNANce: Private collection, Waikato
$32 000 - $42 000 49



39
fR ANCES HODGkINS 
The RIVeR TONe, sOMeRseT
watercolour and gouache on paper
signed; original leicester Galleries exhibition  affixed verso 
530 x 365mm 
PROVeNANce: Private collection, Auckland 
$65 000 - $85 00050
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fR ANCES HODGkINS 
The RIVeR TONe, sOMeRseT
watercolour and gouache on paper
signed; original leicester Galleries exhibition  affixed verso 
530 x 365mm 
PROVeNANce: Private collection, Auckland 
$65 000 - $85 000

 frances hodgkins (1869 – 1947) occupies a central position in the development of modernism in New zealand 

painting and was an inspirational figure for subsequent generations of female artists. As the daughter of W.M. 

hodgkins, a founder member of the Otago Art society, her upbringing was steeped in the emerging artistic culture 

of a colony just beginning to establish an identity as part of the wider British empire. In the 1890s hodgkins was 

a pupil of Girolamo Nerli and a contemporary of dorothy kate Richmond with whom she travelled extensively in 

europe in 1901 and exhibited with in Wellington in 1904.

hodgkins is the model for the expatriate artist having left New zealand for england in 1906 and living there for 

the bulk of her life. her place within British Art of the mid 20th century is secure. eight works can be found in the 

collection of Tate Museum including Broken Tractor from 1942 from the same period as River Tone, Somerset which 

was exhibited at the leicester Galleries in london in October of 1941.

similar works on paper from the early 1940s are also held in the collections of Te Papa Tongarewa (Barn Interior, 

Dolaucothy of 1942) and the Auckland Art Gallery (Root Crop of 1943)

River Tone, Somerset reveals hodgkins at her finest on both a technical level and in her depiction of one of her 

central motifs, the rustic country village as a metaphor for a pure relationship with the life of the land.

Many of hodgkins most lyrical works were created during the second World War and share common ground with 

a strain of poetic romanticism found on the continent at this time. It is a natural conclusion to draw that a central 

concern of many artists of the period was a yearning for a fast disappearing Arcadian idyll.

The River Tone winds its way for twenty odd miles in somerset through a series of locks,weirs and canals. like so 

many english waterways the life of the river was central to the economy, transport and social systems from the 

early 19th century.

This romantic way of life began to decline in the 20th century with the last commercial barge ceasing to operate 

on the Tone in 1929.

hodgkins returned to scenes of life on the river on numerous occasions in works such as The Croft House, Bradford 

on Tone, Taunton, Somerset of 1946, and Cherry Tree at the Croft, Bradford on Tone, Taunton also from 1946, both in 

the Te Papa Tongarewa collection.

This body of work was painted in gouache, a medium which hodgkins can be truly said to ‘own’. Whilst applied in 

a manner very much like watercolour the medium is inherently opaque, fast drying and fraught  with painterly 

risk as the artist must apply the pigment fluidly, quickly and with little opportunity for alteration and none for 

reworking.

hodgkins’ facility with a medium most artists avoid was much admired by her contemporaries and caused 

the great english art critic herbert Read to note that hodgkins,’ developed one of the richest styles in english 

Painting… a style which owes a good deal to the school of Paris.’ Indeed, the artist with whom she is frequently 

compared is french master henri Matisse.

In River Tone, Somerset all these concerns and painterly attributes combine to create something of a reverie for a 

fast fading and much cherished way of life. That it was painted at the height of WW2 gives the work a compelling 

backdrop and a contemporary relevance that gains resonance with the passing years.

hAMIsh cONey
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ecently, some writers – notably, John hurrell and hamish keith – have referred to Milan Mrkusich as a ‘formalist’ painter. What on earth 

do they mean? And are they right? My Collins dictionary defines ‘formalism’ as ‘scrupulous or excessive adherence to outward form 

at the expense of inner reality or content’. The term is commonly associated with the American critic clement Greenberg and his 

followers (affectionately known as ‘Greenbergers’). They confined themselves to describing and evaluating the formal features of artworks, 

believing, quite reasonably, that anything else, any thoughts about meaning or symbolism, would be mere conjecture. 

Art criticism is one thing, but to call a painter a ‘formalist’ is muddle-headed. Rather than confusing people with such jargon, it is surely simpler 

and more accurate to say that Mrkusich has consistently painted abstract pictures rather than representational ones. Thirty years separate 

Painting Blue 1968 and Meta Grey, Red 1998, but both, along with Achromatic Progression 1991, employ geometric shapes (rectangles, squares, 

triangles), rendered chromatic (positive colours such as red and blue) or achromatic (black and grey). lines are formed by the edges of the 

shapes, and a range of textural effects arise from different paint applications. These are formal features. Anything else? An ‘inner reality or 

content’?

Not exactly. Nothing lurks behind the paintings, other than the wooden frameworks over which the canvases are stretched, or the wall 

upon which they hang. yet Mrkusich has always maintained that he is interested in the effect of the forms he uses as much as the forms 

themselves. 

Painting Blue is one of a series of works from 1966-68, each with a field of colour, and triangles at one or two corners. While earlier examples 

often feature dots, dashes and circles, here the field has been largely emptied of incident; form is pushed to the peripheries. Mrkusich clears a 

free space, a field of open possibility. It is more than a matter of form. It stands implicitly opposed to all spaces (in the everyday environment 

as well as art) that are, in contrast, cluttered and inhibiting.

Painting Blue is based on a grid, invisible in the finished work but used to position the forms. Achromatic Progression 1991 also has an underlying 

logic. It is one of two works that differ from Mrkusich’s other Progressions of the early 1990s in their irregular configuration of linen panels 

(though related to a succession of ‘shaped’ paintings beginning with the monumental Journeys in 1986). Nonetheless, it is immediately 

obvious that there is a simple sequence of grey squares, from dark to light, large to small, obviating any need for further speculation about 

aesthetic judgements or relationships. The artist wants us to focus on the overall effect and feeling generated. This may arise from the way 

the staggered panels set up a rhythm or dynamism – something not so easy to put into words. here, one might say, there are many grey 

areas.

It is at this point that one ventures beyond physical form. With Meta Grey, Red 1998, the title alone points us towards matters metaphysical. 

It also links this painting to a series of Meta Grey paintings from 1969 (which developed the corner triangle motif of Painting Blue 1968 into 

a resolved and recognisable system) and the chromatic Meta Grey paintings of 1970. Mrkusich painted six Meta Grey paintings in 1998, 

running through the three primary colours and three secondaries (green, purple, orange). They contribute to an ongoing investigation of 

colour. But as Mrkusich once said, ‘colour is a life force’; although colours on canvas may not possess any additional ‘inner reality or content’, we 

can call on our own inner response. If we cannot satisfactorily describe the response, that is a natural enough occurrence with metaphysical 

ruminations, and we need not resort to calling the artist a ‘formalist’.

edWARd hANflING
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mIL AN mRkUSICH
MeTA GRey, Red
acrylic on linen
title inscribed, signed and dated 1998 verso
760 x 1520mm
PROVeNANce: Private collection, Auckland
$50 000 - $70 000 53
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mIL AN mRkUSICH  
AchROMATIc PROGRessION  
acrylic on linen, six panels
title inscribed, signed and dated 1991 verso
1220 x 2500mm overall
$60 000 - $80 00054
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mIL AN mRkUSICH 
PAINTING Blue    
acrylic on canvas 
title inscribed, signed and dated 1968 verso  
970 x 1750mm
PROVeNANce: Private collection, Auckland
$65 000 - $85 000 55
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RICHARD kILLEEN  
kNOW ThIs PlAce
acrylic and collage on 31 aluminium pieces
title inscribed, signed and dated 1993; 
artist’s original catalogue labels affixed verso to each piece
2000 x 2000mm: installation size variable
PROVeNANce: Private collection, Auckland
$40 000 - $50 000

According to francis Pound, what is most astonishing about Richard killeen’s cut-outs is their abandonment of the 

frame and all it implies: the frame as a sign of depictivity where it simply signifies ‘a picture’; the frame that stresses the 

materiality of the painting where it is mere ornamentation; the frame that determines and delimits the composition of 

that framed. While not denying that killeen wittily plays with the language of the frame, what if the issue and surprise 

of the cut-outs was not that of the radical abandonment of the frame but that of the ground, of questioning and 

finding a ground? In this respect killeen’s work represents a deep break with traditional illusionism: in the latter paint 

on the surface of the canvas creates the illusion of objects in space; while in killeen’s cut-outs whatever makes the 

illusion is not, it seems, situated on, or at, the surface at all. 

let me suggest that Know This Place (1993) is about this very relationship between figure and ground, the tensions and 

ambiguities between figure and ground. Indeed, as its imperative title hints, to be groundless is to be nowhere and 

without knowledge. The illusion of figure is intensified still more by the way in which the cut-out shape not merely 

represents (here, for example, it has the shape of a shoe, a strange fused dog-horse, or a bird-kite) but imitates the 

materiality of solid things (it hangs as a shape on the ‘ground’ of the wall from a nail). conversely, the surface of these 

paintings is experienced in unique isolation from the illusion. It has been prized loose (‘cut out’) from the rest of the 

painting — as though what hangs on the wall is the surface alone. In a killeen cut-out a detached surface coexists with 

a detached illusion; ground with figure. 

Another way of saying this in reverse is what killeen discovers is the relationship of figure to figure. In Know This Place 

we dance between collaged spiral stencils applied to a painted-wash flesh-like ground, see-through biomorphic 

organic shapes superimposed upon one another that vary in opacity like transparencies placed in palimpsest, animal 

forms that appear to be flattened out in a perspectival throw-back to cave art, a horse with red leaves growing from 

its back, flat black aeroplanes seen from below as children might depict them, all amonst a scatter of marks. There are 

figures but the ground in (on) which they sit is a figure too. The true ground is everywhere and nowhere. It remains 

hidden in any tracing out of the lines of a figure. In this respect killeen deliberately heightens one’s sense of the mutual 

independence of surface and illusion. The surface is felt to be exactly that, a surface, and nothing more. It is not, one 

might say, the surface of anything — except, of course, of a painting. In each case what killeen discovers — and, I think, 

profoundly —  is that to know the ground that one stands (or paints on) is to ‘know one’s place’.

lAuReNce sIMMONs
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COLIN m CC AHON
Red TITIRANGI
oil on card
signed with artist’s initials C. M and dated July ’57; inscribed Titirangi 
750 x 538mm 
PROVeNANce : Private collection, Auckland 
RefeReNce : colin Mccahon database (www.mccahon.co.nz) cm 001580
eXhIBITed : Ikon Gallery, Auckland 1957
 : A Retrospective exhibition: M. T Woollaston, colin Mccahon, 
   Auckland city Art Gallery, 1963 (catalogue No. 87)
 : colin Mccahon: A survey exhibition, Auckland city Art Gallery, 1972 (catalogue No. 25)    
$200 000 - $300 000



Very few artists anywhere have produced an oeuvre with as many sustained highlights and variations as colin Mccahon. 

There is no signature style, no dominant theme and no one peak that defines his career: there are many. from the late 

1940s to the to the late 1970s colin Mccahon was the Motown of New zealand art, reeling off hit after hit, each unique and 

scarcely believable given the magnificence of what had just gone before. 

how’s this for a hit parade? 1950 kicks off with the  Crucifixions and The Marys at the Tomb, 1952 brings On Building Bridges, 

‘54 saw the double A-side I Am and I and Thou, ‘55 sees the beginning of the French Bay series  and in 56 the Titirangi series 

was in full flow. fast forward to ‘64 when the Beatles toured Nz and Mccahon was a lyric phase with the Waterfalls.

In 67 the artist was on tour with the North Otago Landscape series and by 69 Mccahon was back in his west coast recording 

studio for the Muriwai series.  In ’71 Moby Dick was sighted inspiring the massive concept album Necessary Protection. In 

1979 towards the end of his career he could still pen A Letter to Hebrews.

Mccahon is such an iconic figure that many parts of New zealand can legitimately lay claim to being his spiritual home – his 

vision of the land seems to inform the entirety of Aotearoa New zealand.

What cannot be argued however is the central role of Titirangi as the physical home and creative centre for Mccahon in 

the mid 1950s. Today thanks to the efforts of the Mccahon house Trust one is able to visit the very house occupied by the 

artist and his family from 1953 to 1960. The road to french Bay is not too different from how it would have been in the 1950s 

and the regenerating kauri trees that so captivated Mccahon on his arrival have enjoyed a further fifty years of growth. The 

effect of light filtering through the tall, vertiginous kauri rickers is even more pronounced than when Mccahon produced 

his Titirangi works, but the take out is the same: Mother Nature reclaiming her rightful status as mistress of all she surveys 

after the devastating interregnum of the logging years in the Waitakere Ranges.

The Titirangi works burst with this invigorating sense of fecund nature – all blues and greens, browns and daubs of earthy 

shades. Mccahon employs what has been described by many commentators including Gordon h Brown as a kind of proto-

cubism in that the multi-point essence of cubism has been replaced by a single one in Mccahon’s work. At first this can be 

seen as a kind of poor man’s cubism, but as Mccahon demonstrates time and again, most notably in the Gate series where 

he turns the horizontality of Mondrian into a diagonal by way of an homage, he at no time is of a mind to follow proscribed 

rules or even acknowledge the idea of conceptual hierarchy. quite simply the jazzy eyeball - popping energy of cubist work 

suited his purpose – to render the phenomenology of a living ecosystem in perpetual growth and motion.

Red Titirangi of 1957 is unique within this pivotal series in that it is the only work with a predominant red palette. Where did 

this come from one wonders amongst all this green? don’t forget that before the coastal roads where sealed in the 1960s 

the red earth of the Waitakeres would be ubiquitous, clinging to your gumboots in winter or swirling in dusty summer 

clouds. A direct reading of this work is not as a long view like many in the series but a close up of the good red earth.

hAMIsh cONey
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R ALPH HOTERE 
BlAck WINdOW: TOWARds ARAMOANA 
oil on board in colonial sash window frame 
title inscribed, signed and dated ’81; 
original R. k. s Art Gallery exhibition label affixed verso    
1130 x 710mm  
eXhIBITed : ‘Ten Windows: Recent Paintings and Works on Paper’, 
  R. k. s Art Gallery, 24 November – 5 december, 1981
PROVeNANce : Private collection, Auckland 
$225 000 - $300 000
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At first glance this painting hovers before you, locked into its wooden frame, like some great black testament, starkly 

emblazoned with a giant white cross. But what does it testify to? The title tells you: Black Window: Towards Aramoana 

(1981) is a testament to place, and is inspired by the view from the artist’s  studio on Observation Point hill, overlooking 

Port chalmers out towards Aramoana at the entrance to Otago harbour.

But as a painting inspired by a particular landscape, the view it offers is a subtle one, constructed from layerings of black 

and grey and white and ochre. It is a painting about time and memory and mood — an elegiac mood. With its exquisite 

nuances of colour it makes its vista of the coast one of indeterminacy and ambiguity in the classic hotere manner, 

paradoxically driven as he is by a passion for precision and proportion, for painterly elimination and reduction.

This is a nocturne, a night view through a window. It invokes a contemplative silence, but also a brooding watchfulness, 

a wakefulness in the small hours, like that of a harbour pilot, or lighthouse keeper, or some other guardian or protector. 

Within the blackness of the night is the lustre of the harbour waters. As we lean in close we become aware of what might 

be light from the lit-up window reflecting a stencilled patterning of letters and numerals, possibly from inside the space 

or else a glimmering on the broken surface of the waters. At any rate it is indistinct, yet the effect is synaesthetic — it 

suggests melody, a dance of light, in turn suggesting that though predominantly black, the painting holds a sense of 

imminent illumination.

Playing with illusion and reality, the painting has as its frame — its framing device — an old-fashioned, stripped and 

oiled, sash window-frame, with part of the original window-catch left still attached. But the wooden mullions that held 

the window’s four panes of glass in place have become the painted white cross —  implying that what we are seeing is a 

sacred harbour.

Beyond this, the crossed white lines remind you of a compass, or a viewfinder, or even of a mast — the crosstrees — of a 

sailing ship. focus on them a bit longer and you grasp that there’s a sense of tension in these wispy crosshairs of white 

bisecting the black rectangle, and that actually that centre line represents the strand of coast that is Aramoana: with the 

glow of phosphorescent white surf, or else intimations of first light. At the top of the painting there’s what might be a 

glowering, overcast sky dawning, while the band of colour at the foot of the painting holds a suggestion of tidal mudflats 

exposed and gleaming.

In fact, the whole dappled wavering landscape, with its patterns of sand and tide, its dark sea colours, its lines of surf and sky, 

its white feathering and black veiling, rhymes and chimes with a spectrum of muted feelings, prominent amongst which is 

a sense of foreboding, for this is an environment under threat. One of a series, Black Window: Towards Aramoana was made 

at a time when the proposal to build an aluminium smelter on the Aramoana spit was being seriously considered as one 

of the New zealand government’s ‘Think Big’ projects. In the event, the commodity price for aluminium collapsed and the 

smelter was permanently shelved. But this painting, in celebrating place, is ultimately about the need to value, protect and 

preserve the nation’s natural heritage. 

dAVId eGGleTON
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Wake is a major shane cotton work. effectively one of the anchor stones from the first mature period of his oeuvre which has been 

dubbed his ‘history’ period (1994-98). In 2003, for the landmark survey of cotton’s early career, Wellington’ city Gallery marked the 

singularity and grandeur of Wake by hanging it on the wall of their foyer. facing the entrance it was a gathering call to all visitors: A, toia 

mai, Te waka! ki te urunga, Te waka! ki te Moenga, Te waka! ki te takoto runga i takoto ai, te waka! *

Wake is a painting that says “Game on!” 

cotton (b. 1964) began exhibiting in 1987, had his first solo show in 1990, was shown at the Govett-Brewster Art Gallery as early as 

1995 and the dunedin Public Art Gallery in 2000; and then city Gallery Wellington presented their ten-year touring survey of his works 

in 2003. By then, and seen through the lens of the city Gallery show, it was clear cotton was embarked on a complex, nuanced and 

deepening trajectory as a painter. Wake occurs at the moment when his paintings became more detailed, amassing new layers of 

complexity. 

The canoe in Wake is like a giant pixellated world of its own: a collection of dark brown oblong and square panels floating on a sepia, 

faux wood panelling wash. The waka is an admixture of digital led numbers, the spindly writing of hongi hika, lashing patterns, pasifika 

frangipani motifs, dots, dashes, lightening flashes, tukutuku lozenges, inverted landscape paintings, and basketballs. It reminds me of 

a giant sliding tile puzzle as if cotton tantalises us with the possibility that each piece might be re-arranged. Though I doubt the parts 

would coalesce into a more logical whole, the invitation to slide things around, to play with the puzzle and look for patterns is probably 

quite deliberate. calling this painting of a waka Wake in the first place is an open invitation to the game of word associations: wake, 

lament, waka, haka, wake up! The basketballs also invite gaming with this painting. cotton’s dispersal of the small orange balls across 

the canvas calls to my mind the ‘ping’ and ‘boing’ of practice sessions in an almost empty gym, or an outdoor asphalt court in the misty, 

sweaty quiet of evening. In its power to evoke an associative mixture of staccato and resonance the painting is a taut surface for our 

imaginations, memories, and bewilderment to bounce into and off.

The mid-90s is when cotton was developing stories from the North as if to recreate his turangawaewae, his ancestral home, outside 

the region and in the idiom of contemporary art. cotton is of Ngapuhi descent on his father’s side and of scottish and english descent 

on his mother’s. his father’s family come from kawakawa, Northland where cotton spent many childhood holidays with his extended 

family. using the visual language of the Ringatu figurative painting tradition; Ngapuhi motifs that had been expunged by early christian 

missionaries (such as the sinuous eel form that populates the sepia ground in Wake); popular culture; and references to his art world 

contemporaries (such as Jeff koons’ floating basketballs from 1985), cotton re-tells Ngapuhi history.

We can see his Northland landscape repeatedly rendered in Wake, most especially the sacred mountain Maungaturoto, where it is 

mostly deployed to form the hull profile of the waka. This meeting of the sharp underside of the waka (its keel) with the pointed 

mountain is not an accidental or purely visual pun. The ancestral waka of Ngapuhi, Mataatua – you will see the name inscribed across 

the top of the painting – made first landfall in the Bay of Plenty, and then found its final resting place in cotton’s ancestral homeland, 

Northland at Takou Bay. his waka and his land are joined. his waka rests on his m ountain. his mountain greets his waka.  A, toia mai, Te 

waka!

ROB GARReTT

* Toia mai te waka is a haka of greeting and welcome; and can be used to allude to the histories, ancestry, ideas and purposes that people bring with 
them to the gathering at which it is performed. The haka can be translated as: Drag hither, The canoe! To the entry, The canoe! To the berth, The canoe! To 
the resting place to lie. The canoe!

PleAse fOld OuT 
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SHANE COT TON 
 oil on canvas   
title inscribed, signed with artist’s initials S.W.C and dated 1995; signed and dated verso 
1900 x 2750mm
eXhIBITed : ‘korurangi: New Maori Art’, Auckland Art Gallery Toi O Tamaki, New Gallery, 1995
eXhIBITed : ‘shane cotton: survey 1993 – 2003’, city Gallery, Wellington, July 17 – October 19 2003 (touring).   
IllusTRATed : lara strongman (ed), Shane Cotton (Victoria university Press, 2004), p. 53.
PROVeNANce : Purchased by the current owner in 1995
 : Private collection, Auckland 
$230 000 - $300 000
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DALE fR ANk 
flyING sOlO dAWNs BAsTING The TRuTh/MIlf’s & dIlf’s WAITING 4 u/AucklANd lANdscAPe 
acrylic and varnish on canvas
signed and dated 2004 verso; original Gow langsford Gallery label affixed verso 
2000 x 2600mm
PROVeNANce: Private collection, Auckland
$55 000 - $75 000

dale frank’s titles flow, ripple, swirl, shine and bleed just as much as his pigmented varnish does. Flying Solo… is painting becoming 

writing. 

What’s he doing with these long, complex, descriptive titles? frank’s gesture is akin to saying, “look, this painting only makes sense if it 

kick-starts your imagination.” he didn’t say that, I’m putting words into his mouth. But he did say “I wouldn’t say I’m comfortable anywhere. 

dissatisfaction is an element continually driving the work – that need for not being content with what you’ve got.” Isn’t dissatisfaction one 

of the primal, pulsing heart-beats of the imagination? Mind: take me someplace else.

queensland-based dale frank (b.1959) has been exhibiting since the mid 1970s when he was also experimenting with performance art. 

his distinguished achievements include being selected for the Aperto section of the Venice Biennale in 1984 and for the 8th Biennale of 

sydney; a major solo retrospective at sydney’s Museum of contemporary Art in 2000; and winning The Arthur Guy Memorial Painting Prize. 

his work is in major collections including the Australian National Gallery; the Guggenheim Museum (Ny); and the kunsthalle (zurich).

since the 1990s his paintings are created by pouring pigmented varnish onto the horizontal canvas, where luminous pools immediately 

begin to resist and coalesce. As further layers are added, the angle and direction of the varnish flows are controlled by tilting the canvas 

slightly, allowing the paint to swirl, eddy and slide until the varnish is set. “It is a totally hands on and cerebral way of painting,” declares 

frank, which has its roots in performance, and is just as intense, as there is no going back once the varnish starts pouring. 

frank hates flying. living in Brisbane and exhibiting regularly in sydney and Melbourne, he drives, distracted by what he calls an “agenda 

out the car window”: the landscape. his landscapes are never a particular vista, but some idea containing light, colour, and space. These 

landscapes are a distraction; and for frank they seem to be what’s tacked onto the main event which is “the extreme desperation and 

boredom” of the task of getting from A to B.

for frank the notion of landscape (made explicit in his titles) is also ‘an agenda for the artist to actually have a connection with the 

audience.’ so here we have it: frank’s title throws some suggestive lines our way in the hope we will variously imagine, remember, feel and 

desire. There are tantalising allusions to the fear or pleasure of flying; the glow of dawn skies; the scented gloss of basting juices; whatever 

the idea of ‘truth’ conjures up for us (let alone “Basting the Truth”); and the chance to trip over something entirely carnal.

ROB GARReTT
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48 
CHARLES fREDERICk GOLDIE 
uNTITled – PARIsIAN sTReeT sceNe 
oil on wood panel
signed and dated ’98 
234 x 153mm
$40 000 - $60 000



This petite, freely painted genre scene by charles frederick Goldie comes as a surprise in the oeuvre of an artist 

better known for his highly naturalistic depictions of Maori. Popularly revered, Goldie’s paintings of Maori have 

been praised by ethnologists as valuable records, dismissed by twentieth-century art critics for their persistent 

academic style in spite of modernist trends in art, and more recently recognised as portraits of named ancestors 

that command respect.

No such recognition can be accorded the anonymous Parisian subjects of this painting from Goldie’s early career. 

Untitled [Parisian Street Scene] was painted in 1898, the year Goldie returned to New zealand from his studies 

in fin-de-siècle europe. Goldie, who had shown precocious talent from a young age, followed the path of many 

promising New zealand artists by seeking further education in the artistic Mecca, Paris. In 1893 he enrolled at 

the esteemed Académie Julian where he was supervised by distinguished salon painters William Bouguereau and 

Gabriel ferrier. 

Goldie adapted well to cosmopolitan Parisian life and took to the artistic demands of the Académie, producing 

composition and figure studies based on his study of old master paintings and from life for which he won several 

prestigious prizes. he also travelled throughout europe, studying and copying at famous galleries and painting 

picturesque views along the way. This rarely-seen work shows greater affinity with the oil sketches made on his 

travels rather than his academic studies. In this painting a woman cradling a small child and a young girl inhabit the 

cobbled entrance to a covered stairway, beyond which a hint of intense blue sky can be seen. The roughly-hewn 

stone, the peasant–like dress, the bare feet and burnished skin of the girl’s face and hands all speak of a charming 

rusticity found by Goldie in a part of Paris far removed from the grand boulevards and city life that preoccupied 

the impressionists. This choice of subject demonstrates Goldie’s predilection for the picturesque, a penchant for 

the humble and sentimental rather than the progressive and modernist: a taste that later informed his nostalgia-

drenched representations of Māori subjects and characterised his particular brand of colonial Orientalism. While 

the mature Goldie cultivated a distaste for modernism, this painting’s impressionistic broken brushwork and sense 

of immediacy of execution suggests an awareness of recent advances in art. As such, Untitled [Parisian Street Scene] 

fleshes out Goldie’s oeuvre, providing a glimpse into the artistic development of one of New zealand’s most famous 

artists. 

ReBeccA RIce
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LEO BENSEmANN  
sydNey lOuGh-ThOMPsON
oil on canvas
signed
355 x 295mm
IllusTRATed : caroline Otto, Leo Bensemann: Portraits, Masks and Fantasy Figures 
   (Nelson, 2005), p. 59.
PROVeNANce : Private collection, south Island
$15 000 - $20 000

50
TONy fOmISON 
PAsT, PReseNT ANd fuTuRe 
oil on canvasboard
title inscribed, signed and dated 1989 
inscribed Williamson Ave, Grey Lynn verso 
357 x 455mm
$13 000 - $18 000
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51
NEIL DAWSON 
ceNTRe PIece  
acrylic on steel expanded mesh and brass, 1986
accompanied by artist’s original certificate of 
authenticity and installation instructions
900mm diameter 
$11 000 - $16 000
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GRETCHEN ALBRECHT
eVeNING sPReAd 
acrylic on canvas  
signed and dated ’73; title inscribed, 
signed and dated 1973 and inscribed Cat No. 18 verso 
1740 x 1430mm
PROVeNANce: Purchased by the current owner from Rks Art Gallery in 1973
$20 000 - $30 000
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SHANE COT TON 
TAIAMAI   
acrylic on canvas
title inscribed, signed and dated 1997 
455 x 610mm
PROVeNANce: Private collection, Auckland
$25 000 - $35 000
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54
mERVyN WILLIAmS
GOld AsceNdANT 
acrylic on canvas
title inscribed, signed and dated 1992 verso
1325 x 1100mm
$10 000 - $15 000

55
mAX GImBLET T
cROss
acrylic, water-gilded copper and shellac on panel
title inscribed, signed and dated 1993 verso 
505 x 300 x 50mm
$7000 - $9000
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ALLEN mADDOX
GRId
ink and oil on unstretched canvas
signed with artist’s initials A. M and dated and dated 14. 7. 82
900 x 700mm
$5000 - $7000

57
ALLEN mADDOX
lOzeNGe (Blue)
oil on canvas
title inscribed, signed and dated 13/97 verso 
610 x 610mm
$7000 - $9000

58
RICHARD kILLEEN  
fRONTAl lOBe
acrylic on 48 jeweller’s tags 
title inscribed, signed and dated 1998
47 x 30mm each
330 x 330mm installation size variable
$2500 - $4000
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DICk fRIzzELL 
sOluTION 3
oil on canvas
title inscribed, signed and dated 7/10/98
760 x 760mm
$8000 - $12 000

60
PAT HANLy
INsIde The GARdeN NO. 29
watercolour and pastel on paper
title inscribed, signed and dated ’68
537 x 530mm
$12 000 - $18 000
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ROBERT ELLIS 
MAuNGAWhAu
acrylic on canvas
title inscribed, signed and dated 2000; title inscribed, signed and dated verso
915 x 710mm
$11 000 - $16 000
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auction.  art+oBJect reserves the right to pursue the purchaser for any difference in 
sale proceeds if this course of action is chosen, c) to pursue legal remedy for breach of 
contract. 

9    coLLection of goods:  Purchased items are to be removed from art+oBJect 
premises immediately after payment or clearance of cheques. absentee bidders must 
make provision for the uplifting of purchased items (see instructions on the facing page) 

10    BiddeRs oBLigations:  the act of bidding means all bidders acknowledge that 
they are personally responsible for payment if they are the successful bidder. this includes 
all registered absentee or telephone bidders. Bidders acting as an agent for a third party 
must obtain written authority from art+oBJect and provide written instructions 
from any represented party and their express commitment to pay all funds relating to a 
successful bid by their nominated agent.

11    Bids undeR ReseRve & highest suBJect Bids:  When the highest bid is 
below the vendor’s reserve this work may be announced by the auctioneer as sold ‘ 
subject to vendor’s authority’ or some similar phrase. the effect of this announcement 
is to signify that the highest bidder will be the purchaser at the bid price if the vendor 
accepts this price. if this highest bid is accepted then the purchaser has entered a contract 
to purchase the item at the bid price plus any relevant buyers premium.

   impoRtant advice foR BuyeRs

The following informaTion does noT form parT of The condiTions of sale, however 
buyers, parTicularly firsT Time bidders are recommended To read These noTes.

(a)    Bidding at auction: please ensure your instructions to the auctioneer are 
clear and easily understood. it is well to understand that during a busy sale with multiple 
bidders the auctioneer may not be able to see all bids at all times. it is recommended 
that you raise your bidding number clearly and without hesitation. if your bid is made 
in error or you have misunderstood the bidding level please advise the auctioneer 
immediately of your error – prior to the hammer falling. please note that if you have 
made a bid and the hammer has fallen and you are the highest bidder you have entered 
a binding contract to purchase an item at the bid price. new bidders in particular are 
advised to make themselves known to the sale auctioneer who will assist you with any 
questions about the conduct of the auction.

(B)    aBsentee Bidding: aRt+oBJect welcomes absentee bids once the necessary 
authority has been completed and lodged with aRt+oBJect. a+o will do all it can 
to ensure bids are lodged on your behalf but accepts no liability for failure to carry 
out these bids. see the absentee bidding form in this catalogue for information on 
lodging absentee bids. these are accepted up to 2 hours prior to the published auction 
commencement.

(c)     teLephone Bids: the same conditions apply to telephone bids. it is highly 
preferable to bid over a landline as the vagaries of cellphone connections may result 
in disappointment. you will be telephoned prior to your indicated lot arising in the 
catalogue order. if the phone is engaged or connection impossible the sale will proceed 
without your bidding. at times during an auction the bidding can be frenetic so you 
need to be sure you give clear instructions to the person executing your bids. the 
auctioneer will endeavour to cater to the requirements of phone bidders but cannot 
wait for a phone bid so your prompt participation is requested.

note it is assumed that aLL Bidders at auction have read and aGreed to the conditions descriBed on this PaGe. 
art+oBJect directors are avaiLaBLe durinG the auction vieWinG to cLarify any questions you may have.

conditions of   saLe
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conditions of   saLe
auction no 29   30th July 2009   impoRtant paintings and scuLptuRe 
this completed and signed form authorizes art+oBJect to bid on my behalf at the above mentioned auction for the following lots up to 
prices indicated below.  these bids are to be executed at the lowest price levels possible.

i understand that if successful i will purchase the lot or lots at or below the prices listed on this form and the listed buyers premium for this sale 
(12.5%) and Gst on the buyers premium. i warrant also that i have read and understood and agree to comply with the conditions of sale as 
printed in the catalogue. 

payment and deLiveRy  art+oBJect will advise me as soon as is practical that i am the successful bidder of the lot or lots described above. i agree 
to pay immediately on receipt of this advice.  Payment will be by cash, cheque or bank transfer. i understand that cheques will need to be cleared before 
goods can be uplifted or dispatched.  i will arrange for collection or dispatch of my purchases. if art+oBJect is instructed by me to arrange for packing 
and dispatch of goods i agree to pay any costs incurred by art+oBJect. note:  art+oBJect requests that these arrangements are made prior to the 
auction date to ensure prompt delivery processing.

Please indicate as appropriate by ticking the box:                  Phone Bid         aBsentee Bid    

mr/mrs/ms:    surname:  

PostaL address:  

street address:  

Business Phone:    moBiLe: 

faX:   emaiL: 

signed as agreed:  

to register for absentee bidding this form must be lodged with art+oBJect prior to the published sale time in one of three ways:
1. fax this completed form to art+oBJect +64 9 354 4645
2. email a printed, signed and scanned form to: info@artandobject.co.nz
3. Post to art+oBJect, Po Box 68  - 345 newton, auckland 1145, new Zealand

aRt+oBJect 3 abbey street, newton,  auckland, new Zealand. telephone +64 9 354 4646, freephone 0800 80 60 01

 
   Lot no.      description            Bid max

      
      
      
      
      
      
      

A B s e N T e e  B I d  f O R M
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s u B s c R I B e  /  G I f T

New Zealand $100.00
SubScription rateS include GSt + poStaGe:
auStralia $160.00      
reSt of the world (airmail faStpoSt) $275.00
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Please find my cheque enclosed             or charge my VIsA          MAsTeRcARd     

cARd NuMBeR:                                                                      eXPIRy dATe: 

Post with cheque to ART+OBJecT, PO Box 68  - 345 Newton,  Auckland 1145, New zealand. 
fax with credit card details to +64 9 354 4645. download this form from www.artandobject.co.nz
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